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The Cytoplasm and Cytoskeleton

• Cytoplasm = interior soup of the 
cell

• Cytoskeleton provides structural 
support 





Microtubules are hollow. Their walls consist of 13 polymerized dimers of α-tubulin 
and β-tubulin (right image). The left image shows the tube’s molecular structure.



Cytoskeleton

• Movement, growth, organelle 
streaming, cell shape 
maintenance and repair requires 
this structural framework

• And some specialities...

Chloroplasts stream around on cytoskeletal “freeways” 
 in Elodea







Human sperm cells 
visualized with SEM

Each sperm cell is 
50 µm long and the 
head is 5 µm long



Cell Organelles
A Quick Review



Nucleus

• Control center

• Contains DNA

• What does that DNA do?

• Which parts of the DNA are read?

• What happens when DNA is damaged?





Mitochondria
• Aerobic respiration

• what goes in?

• what comes out?

• how is energy transformed?

• Contains DNA of its own

• What?





• Site of protein synthesis

• 2 subunits, made of RNA and 
protein 

• Float free or attached to rough 
ER

Ribosomes





Endomembrane 
System



Endoplasmic Reticulum

• Rough ER

• Makes membranes and proteins for export out of the cell or to 
be embedded in the membrane



Endoplasmic Reticulum
• Smooth ER

• Synthesis of lipids 

• Stores Ca++





Golgi Bodies

• Golgi Bodies

• “Postal Annex” of the cell

Camillo Golgi
University of Pavia

Neurological Pathology
1843 - 1926



Golgi Bodies
shown in

red



Waste and Recycling

• Lysosomes and Peroxisomes

• Help to digest food, destroy 
foreign particles, recycle 
parts (autophagy)

• What cell types would need 
a lot of these?
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The Life and Death of Cells
• HOW do we have so many 

different types of cells?

• How do cells die?

• How do cells know WHEN 
to divide?

• What happens when things 
go wrong?



How Cells Become Differentiated

• There are 2 possibilities:

• Different cells have different 
DNA

• Different cells have the 
same DNA but use different 
parts of it



How Cells Die

• Cellular necrosis

• Apoptosis - Programmed Cell Death

• Cells are pre-programed for apoptosis  

• Signaling molecules are required to suppress apoptosis 

from Greek apoptōsis ‘falling off,’ from apo ‘from’ + ptōsis ‘falling, a fall’



Necrosis Apoptosis

cell swells cell shrinks

organelles rendered non-functional organelles remain intact

random DNA degradation controlled DNA degradation

cell membrane damaged, permeable cell membrane remains intact

cell ruptures apoptotic body formation

induction of inflammatory response phagocytosis

occurs in large groups of cells occurs in individual cells





Apoptosis

Embryonic apoptotic cells. Three cells indicated 
by arrows underwent programmed cell death and 
exhibit a refractile, raised-button-like appearance. 

 5 μm



When Do Cells Divide

• Anchorage Dependence

• Most cells “like or need” to be attached 
to something in order to go through 
mitosis



• Growth Factors

• Proteins produced by cells to 
induce mitosis in their neighbors

Placental growth factor
PGF

When Do Cells Divide



• Contact Inhibition

• Cells inhibit each other's growth when they contact neighbors 
or a barrier

NOT

When Do Cells Divide



An experiment demonstrating density-dependent 
inhibition, using animal cells grown in culture

Cells anchor to 
dish surface  
and divide.

When cells have 
formed a complete  
single layer, they  

stop dividing (density- 
dependent inhibition).

If some cells are  
scraped away, the  

remaining cells divide  
to fill the dish with a  
single layer and then 

stop (density-dependent 
inhibition).



When Contact Inhibition is Lost
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HeLa cells visualized with fluorescent microscopy



Henrietta Lacks



HeLa Cells and SARS-CoV-2



Cell Cycle Problems...

• Cells that divide when they shouldn’t 

• Cells that don’t die when they should

• We now have many tools to detect them, including markers for 
proteins that are expressed only during the M phase





Carcinogenesis
• DNA Mutations

• Environmental Factors:  radiation, tobacco, alcohol, radon, 
asbestos, etc.

• Random somatic mutations

• Random germ line mutations

• Genetic predisposition



• Infectious Agents

• Viral

• HPV:  cervical cancer

• Hepatitis:  liver cancer

• Bacterial

• H. pylori:  stomach cancer

Carcinogenesis



Hallmarks of (Almost All) Cancerous Cells

• Self-sufficiency in growth signals (oncogenes, transduction 
of normal genes:  over-expression, amplifications and re-
arrangements)

• Insensitivity to growth-inhibitory signals (mutations in tumor 
suppressor genes, TSGs)

• Evasion of apoptosis (FAS and FAS receptor, mutation of p53 
which monitors DNA damage)



• Sustained angiogenesis (VEGF and FGF1 and FGF2 signal 
endothelial cell proliferation and growth of blood vessels)

• Tissue invasion and metastasis (little is known about these 
genes)

• Limitless replicative capacity  through inactivation of 
telomeres

Hallmarks of (Almost All) Cancerous Cells




